The Master's excellent placement record for our graduates has included a large variety of firms, banks and organizations in the financial industry such as:


On-site career days are organised throughout the program.

ADMISSIONS

Applicants hold a degree in either Economics, Business, Maths, Engineering, Statistics, Data Sciences, Computer Sciences or Physics. Students with laurea magistrale or equivalent graduate degree are awarded the second level Master of the University of Torino, in addition to the Master of the Collegio Carlo Alberto.

FEES AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Tuition for the Master program: € 15,000. They are comprehensive of course materials, use of the Collegio and University on-campus library, online databases and facilities, access to on-campus seminars. A number of merit based (partial or full) tuition waivers are available. They are awarded according to the admission ranking. The “Ciro Beffi” prize is awarded to the best performing student.